Executive Summary
On October 23, the U.S. EPA officially finalized its so-called “Clean Power Plan” by
publishing the rule in the Federal Register.1 This global warming regulation requires
States to reduce power sector carbon dioxide emissions by an average of 32 percent by
2030.2 Upon publication, lawsuits were immediately filed challenging the EPA’s authority
to issue the regulation. More than half of the States filed or joined a lawsuit and requested
an immediate stay of the rule.3 In the meantime, state policymakers, regulators, and
industry are considering what to do next.
First and foremost, States should avoid making any binding commitments to implement
this costly and intrusive regulation. The best way for States to accomplish this goal is to
not submit a state plan by the EPA-imposed deadline of September 2016. Doing so sets
States on a potentially irreversible path toward compliance that will saddle families,
especially the poor and middle class, with higher electricity costs and lower living
standards.
The EPA has admitted that this carbon rule will unambiguously increase the price of
electricity.4 Yet EPA has framed the choice facing States as whether to submit a state plan
or to have a federal plan imposed from Washington. We see this as a false choice. Instead,
the decision is whether to prematurely implement this costly and intrusive regulation or
to wait for the legal process to ripen and until the position of the next presidential
administration is known. The best way to protect citizens is for States to pursue a “just
say no” / “do no harm” approach. Just as a doctor wouldn’t prescribe chemotherapy
before a cancer diagnosis, States should refrain from saddling their citizens with higher
electricity costs before it is clear that they have no other choice. Thus, the criteria to best
protect citizens and state economies is twofold:
1) Avoid binding commitments before full legal resolution, and
2) Stop premature implementation until legal resolution and the position of the
next presidential administration is known.
The “just say no” / “do no harm” approach fulfills both of these criteria. Under this
approach, a State should first and foremost avoid any submission of a state plan in
September 2016, which requires binding commitments. 5 States contemplating an “initial
filing” should be careful that any filing does not include any commitments to implement
the regulation before legal resolution. Doing so exposes the State to unnecessary risk and
ignores the tremendous uncertainty facing the rule in the years to come:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Requires swift, drastic changes to State law,
Imposes irreversible changes,
Makes State policymakers complicit with federal overreach,
Expends tremendous State resources,
Opens the door for a “Sierra Club plan”,
Still leaves the State subject to a federal plan.
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Given these severe costs, States should not submit a state plan by EPA’s September 2016
deadline. Moreover, any submissions to the EPA in 2016 should be limited to further
studying the rule and considering options while avoiding any binding commitments to
begin implementation. In multiple forums, the EPA has confirmed that States do not need
to make binding commitments in 2016, including court filings, guidance documents, and
the final rule (arguably in response to the strength of the request for a stay).6
Meanwhile, States should continue to protect their residents from premature
implementation. This includes push back on multiple fronts—asserting the Legislature’s
key role in the process, emphasizing the utilities commission’s obligation to provide
reliable service at the lowest possible cost, sending clear signals to utilities and state
regulators that no steps shall be taken to implement the rule until full legal resolution, and
pursuing all legal action available to a State.
The importance of sending clear signals in resisting the carbon rule cannot be overstated.
States would be wise to heed the lesson learned from the Mercury rule: implementation at
the local level through approval of integrated resource plans (IRPs) prior to legal
resolution lead to the premature closure of 40 GW of coal-fired power, enough to power
about 30 million U.S. homes. 7 The EPA is relying on the same momentum to develop and
approve these plans now before their legal authority is adjudicated. States seeking a
middle ground or “dual track” approach need to be extra cautious that they do not send
mixed signals that could be interpreted by utilities and PUCs to shut down power plants
prematurely.8
Consider EPA Administrator Gina McCarthy’s comments before the Supreme Court
remanded the mercury rule: “But even if we don’t [win in court], it was three years ago.
Most of [the utilities] are already in compliance, investments have been made, and we’ll
catch up.”9 In other words, it didn’t matter that EPA lost in court because utilities began
shutting down low-cost power plants. Those facilities are not coming back, and
ratepayers will suffer as a result. States must use every avenue at their disposal to stop
implementation before legal resolution.
The stakes are simply too high to prematurely implement this unlawful rule. For the
following reasons, the “just say no” / “do no harm” approach is the most prudent course
of action for States to adopt:
● Protects ratepayers, especially the poor and middle class, from higher prices,
● Buys time for legal resolution and until the position of the next administration
is known,
● Sends the right signal to State policymakers, regulators, and utilities,
● Saves taxpayer and ratepayer resources (note that the rule is regressive and
significantly harms low-income and minority populations),
● Preserves options to consider future compliance strategies.
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I. Introduction
In October 2015, EPA published the final carbon rule and called on States to submit state
plans or an initial filing by September 2016. If implemented by the States, the carbon rule
will dramatically raise electricity prices, inflict severe economic burdens on families, and
hand over control of each State’s electricity system to the federal government.
Fortunately, there is another option that will protect families and preserve options for
States willing to stand up to the EPA’s unlawful overreach: refuse to make any binding
commitments to implement the regulation before full legal resolution. To further assist
State policymakers as they consider options, we have laid out recommended criteria that
should be used when determining the best policy to protect their citizens and economies
from this harmful, illegal regulation.
II. How should states respond?
States are understandably concerned about the impact of handing control over their
energy policy to federal bureaucrats and the harm this will bring to their citizens, their
environment, and their economies. To make matters worse, they’re facing a short time
frame to decide how to respond to the EPA’s mandates.10
EPA’s regulatory objective is a mass-based national cap-and-trade system similar to the
one President Obama failed to push through a Democratic-controlled Congress in 2009.
But they need States to take the first step through a filing or plan that yields authority to
the EPA and backs the State into implementing the rule.11 Ironically, their primary selling
point is that such a system would be the “lowest cost option for compliance.”
The EPA has admitted that the carbon rule is designed to unambiguously increase the
price of electricity.12 Yet EPA has framed the compliance decision as whether to submit a
state plan or to have a federal plan imposed from Washington. We see this as a false
choice. Instead, the decision is whether to prematurely implement this costly and
intrusive regulation or to wait until the position of the next administration is known and
for the legal cases to be resolved.
We call this the “do no harm” approach. Just as a doctor wouldn’t prescribe
chemotherapy before a cancer diagnosis, States should refrain from saddling their citizens
with higher electricity costs before it is clear that they are out of legal and political
remedies. Thus, the criteria to best protect citizens and State economies is twofold:
1) Avoid binding commitments before full legal resolution, and
2) Stop premature implementation until legal challenges are decided and the
position of the next presidential administration is known.
Our recommended “do no harm” approach fulfills both of these criteria.
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Under the proposed rule, the “just say no” posture of several States was to resist the
EPA’s mandate by refusing to submit a state plan, as is their legal right under the Clean
Air Act.13 While EPA changed the submittal structure under the final rule, the “just say
no” approach remains a viable option to protect citizens. In addition, the new submittal
structure allows States to submit an “initial filing” instead of an initial state plan. States
that choose this route should be extra cautious to avoid any binding commitments and to
refrain from submitting a state plan, which, again, EPA does not require in 2016. The
harms attached to filing a state plan in September 2016 are numerous and unnecessary, as
detailed below.
III. Avoid binding commitments
A. The Dangers of a State Plan
The first and most important EPA-imposed deadline is September 2016. EPA has called
on States to submit initial state plans outlining how they will comply. Or alternatively,
they can submit an “initial filing” which explains how the State is considering
compliance options, engaging stakeholders, and identifying any barriers to
implementation.14 If EPA approves of this filing, the agency may allow the State an
additional two years to complete a full state plan.15 Regardless of whether an extension is
granted, the compliance period begins in 2022.
The preferred compliance strategy of the Obama Administration, many utilities, and
environmental pressure groups is for States to develop and submit initial state plans in
2016. This will place the State on a clear, irreversible path toward implementation. States,
in essence, agree to deputize themselves to carry out the wishes of EPA and make binding
commitments to implement the rule. Under the final rule, any plan must demonstrate that
each emission standard/measure is quantifiable, non-duplicative, permanent, verifiable,
and enforceable. 16 As explained below, submitting a compliant state plan commits a State
to costly changes and does not protect a State’s sovereignty.
Requires swift, drastic changes to State law: Some argue a state plan helps States keep
control over their energy choices. However, this is only the illusion of control, and it
comes at a high cost. For example, in response to States concerned about federal
enforceability, EPA laid out the “State Measures” approach.17 First, to qualify, States must
choose a mass-based goal. Second, emission reductions from “inside the fence” (e.g.,
affected power plants) will still be federally enforceable (as well as the requisite backstop
requirements in the event the “state measures” are adjusted).18 Third, and most
importantly, any emission reductions stemming from renewable energy will not be
counted unless the renewable generation is mandated by State law.19
In practice, the State Measures approach would very likely require the over 20 States that
do not currently mandate electricity sources to pass a Renewable Portfolio Standard
(RPS), which would require an aggressive and politically difficult legislative agenda be
taken up in 2016 or 2017.20
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National RPS legislation has repeatedly failed in Congress; this is EPA’s attempt to
impose a federal energy mandate through the back door, with states doing the dirty work
of passing and implementing it.
In other words, EPA may let States avoid some federal control, but only if States submit
to its demands to swiftly adopt laws that the federal government cannot impose by itself.
Once a State submits a plan that is accepted, it must legally follow through.
Imposes irreversible changes: Even States that submit a compliant state plan in 2016 are
probably still expected to follow up with a September 2017 interim report, likely adding
to the binding commitments initially made.21 This includes shutting down low-cost power
plants and passing laws to mandate more expensive energy (i.e., RPS).
This path will also make it harder to reverse course down the road if the rule is struck
down, rewritten in court, or withdrawn by the next administration. For instance, one such
decision is the approval of Integrated Resource Plans (IRPs) submitted by utilities that
assume implementation of the carbon rule (i.e., closing coal plants). Once approved by
the State Public Utility Commission (PUC), utilities may forge irreversible paths toward
compliance.22
Makes State policymakers complicit with federal overreach: EPA designed the rule so
States would submit plans and bear the brunt of the negative consequences resulting from
skyrocketing energy prices, lost jobs, and less reliable energy sources. Similarly, the
Administration designed Obamacare to offload accountability onto States by calling on
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them to set up individual
insurance exchanges.23
Expends tremendous State
resources: Developing and
submitting a compliant state
plan will require
tremendous time and
resources from State
regulatory agencies. Air
regulators, who are not
electricity or power-market
experts, will have to
dedicate a significant
portion of their time
figuring out how to rework the State electricity grid to prioritize carbon reduction above
affordability and reliability.24 This runs afoul of current laws and regulations in States
that prioritize electricity dispatch based on affordability, rather than climate change.25
Ratepayers will no doubt suffer due to these shifting priorities.
Opens the door for a “Sierra Club plan”: Although it’s black letter law that the Clean Air
Act (CAA) permits third party intervention to enforce state plans (e.g., environmental
special interests like Sierra Club, Earthjustice, and NRDC), EPA went out of its way to
identify—perhaps encourage—these groups’ expected role in this process.26
Under this approach, States should count on involvement from national environmental
lawyers who have become adept at exploiting the legal system through “sue-and-settle”
tactics and whose very explicit goal is to restrict the development and use of a State’s
affordable, reliable energy sources.27 In fact, even opting for the State Measures approach
requires federally enforceable “backstops” in case those measures fail to achieve the
required emission reductions. 28 One
way or another, the rule threatens
States with full compliance or
litigation with anti-energy groups.
Still leaves State subject to a federal
plan: Submittal of a compliant state
plan does not guarantee acceptance.
On 52 occasions, the Obama
Administration has rejected state
plans, said they are not good
enough, and turned them into
federal plans—far more than
previous administrations,29 as the
following chart shows.
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With the segmented timetable, States might actually receive an extension but still have
their state plan later rejected in full or in part. Given this Administration’s track record,
States that think they are protecting themselves by submitting compliant plans in 2016
are actually exposing their citizens to higher energy prices and federal control.
B. Model Extension Request
To avoid binding commitments and prevent premature implementation, the best approach
is to not submit a state plan before legal resolution. States considering submitting an
extension request should send such request no earlier than September 2016 and limit the
request to further studying the rule and considering options while altogether avoiding
binding commitments to begin implementation.
The EPA has confirmed this option in multiple forums, including court filings, guidance
documents, and the final rule (arguably in response to the strength of the request for a
stay).30 This extension request, a new option EPA added to the final rule, reflects the
success of the “just say no” strategy in 2015. Growing momentum in States to not submit
a state plan forced EPA to amend the submission schedule.
EPA identifies three requirements to receive an extension:
1) Identification of the final-plan approach or approaches under consideration,
including a description of the progress made to date,
2) An appropriate explanation for why the state needs additional time to submit a
final plan beyond September 6, 2016, notably the legal and regulatory barriers
that must be changed prior to submitting an enforceable state plan in 201831,
and
3) A demonstration of how the state has been engaging the public, including
vulnerable communities, and a description of how it intends to meaningfully
engage community stakeholders during the additional time (if an extension is
granted).32
Assuming EPA’s own criteria, a compliant extension request could explain: 1) the State’s
ongoing review of potential compliance approaches, 2) its consideration of the rule’s
harmful impact on disadvantaged communities and the overwhelming task of completely
reordering the State’s electricity system, and 3) its continued engagement with key
stakeholders including vulnerable communities—most of whom will face significant job
losses, economic disruption, and negative health impacts associated with higher energy
prices.33
States that submit an extension request should be careful to avoid any binding
commitments that could forge a path toward premature implementation. For instance,
EPA is enticing States and utilities into implementing the carbon rule early by setting up a
“Clean Energy Incentive Program” (CEIP) which States must opt into in their 2016 initial
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submittal. Under the final rule, EPA will hand out millions of “free” emission credits to
States that make “early investments in wind and solar generation” before the compliance
period begins in 2022.34 For States to be eligible, they must indicate their intention to
participate in their 2016 submittals.35 Note: these are paper credits—they do not reduce
emissions in the real world.
The CEIP is a trap laid by EPA to dupe States into mandating expensive energy. EPA is
doling out gifts to eager partners and attempting to bribe States that are on the fence—if
states commit to these uneconomic “investments” before legal resolution, they likely
won’t be able to reverse the damage. States submitting an extension request should be
careful that any statement regarding the CEIP does not lead to premature expenditures
that will ultimately have to be borne by state residents.
IV. Stop premature implementation
The EPA is relying on momentum at the State level to drive implementation forward
while their authority to issue the rule is litigated in court. So avoiding binding
commitments in a state plan is only half the battle. States must also protect their residents
from premature implementation at the local level.
Guarding against premature implementation requires push back on multiple fronts:
asserting the Legislature’s key role in the process, emphasizing the PUC's obligation to
provide reliable service at the lowest cost, sending clear signals to utilities and state
regulators that no steps shall be taken to implement the rule until full legal resolution, and
exercising all legal action available to a State.
The legal challenge waged by a majority of States seeking to overturn the carbon rule and
request an immediate stay is the tip of the spear. It is perhaps the best forum to contrast
the two futures envisioned: on the
one hand, EPA’s bid for a federal
takeover of the electricity system,
versus State sovereignty and the
right of American families and
businesses to affordable, reliable
energy.36 As the following chart
shows, EPA’s rule amounts to a
massive wealth transfer that will
harm the vast majority of states.
While legal challenges are
necessary, litigation alone will not
prevent the harm envisioned by
this rule.37 The importance of
State policymakers sending clear
signals in resisting the carbon rule
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cannot be overstated. In fact, States would be wise to heed the lesson learned from the
Mercury rule: implementation at the local level through approval of integrated resource
plans (IRPs) prior to legal resolution lead to the premature closure of 50 GW of coal-fired
power, enough to power about 40 million homes.38
The EPA is relying on the same momentum to develop and approve these plans now
before their legal authority is adjudicated. States seeking a middle ground or “dual track”
approach should be especially careful not to send mixed signals that could lead to
premature implementation by industry and regulators. 39
Consider EPA Administrator Gina McCarthy’s comments before the Supreme Court
remanded the mercury rule: “But even if we don’t [win in court], it was three years ago.
Most of [the utilities] are already in compliance, investments have been made, and we’ll
catch up.”40 In other
words, it didn’t matter that
EPA lost in court because
utilities began shutting
down low-cost power
plants. Those facilities are
not coming back, and
ratepayers will suffer as a
result.
States should use every
tool at their disposal to
stop implementation before
legal resolution. This
extends to the legislature
as well. The carbon rule’s
unwarranted intrusion into
a policy area traditionally reserved to States should be a clarion call to State Legislatures
to insert themselves into the process at every turn. Several legislative bodies began this
discussion in 2014 and some took action in 2015.41 The upcoming year will be even more
crucial. Requiring legislative approval of any state plan is a good first step in preventing
unelected state regulators from making binding commitments that will lead to
skyrocketing electricity prices for citizens and put States at a competitive disadvantage.
In fact, most state regulators charged with putting together implementation plans likely
lack the existing statutory authority necessary to submit a compliant state plan.42 The
Legislature should clarify this point by restating the limitations on state regulators to act
within their existing authority (e.g., State Power Accountability and Reliability Charter or
“SPARC”). 43 Legislatures should also reassert that any carbon-trading scheme requires
their explicit approval—not simply their review or option to disapprove. 44 This will
ensure legislators remain the voice of the people and accountability rests on those seeking
to drive up families’ energy bills.
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V. Benefits of the “do no harm” approach
For States skeptical of EPA’s regulation, there is little-to-no downside to the “do no
harm” approach. As explained below, avoiding binding commitments and stopping
premature implementation will best protect a State’s citizens from the EPA’s unlawful
federal takeover of the electricity system:
It buys time for executive and legal resolution: The “do no harm” approach allows States
to wait for the outcome of two seminal events: the next presidential administration (shortterm) and pending legal challenges (medium-term). Each of these, discussed below, could
spell a swift end to the regulation.
First, it makes little sense to submit a state plan by September 2016, when a new
administration will be elected two months later and EPA does not even require state plans
in 2016. If the new president opposes the regulation, he or she could signal this intent in
November 2016 and issue an administrative stay in January 2017.45 If the new president
intends to implement the rule, States would still be able to avoid premature
implementation by requesting an extension in 2016 and submitting a state plan in 2018,
assuming the regulation survives legal challenge.
Second, even if the next administration continues to implement the rule, the courts could
delay or invalidate portions of the regulation and/or the federal plan (i.e., there are at least
two bites at the apple). Although it will take a few years before final legal resolution, the
“do no harm” approach allows more time for this process to play out, potentially avoiding
what happened in response to the mercury rule.46 In that instance, as explained above,
utilities began shutting down power
plants to comply with the mercury
rule even though the U.S. Supreme
Court eventually remanded the rule
for failing to consider costs.
It saves taxpayer resources and
protects the most vulnerable: “Do
no harm” means a State will spend
minimal time and money figuring
out how to respond to an illegal rule
that will lead to higher electricity
prices, job losses, and require a
restructuring of the electric grid.
Crucially, it protects vulnerable
low-income, elderly, and minority
populations that spend a higher
proportion of their income on
electricity.47
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This approach also protects businesses that are vulnerable to electricity price increases.
The United States has lower electricity rates than much of the developed world,48 giving
us a competitive advantage. But by intentionally driving up electricity rates, this
regulation is designed to reduce our low-electricity price competitive advantage. In a
global economy, our government should not work against the interests of American
families and businesses.
It sends the right signal to State policymakers and utilities: Crucial to the decision over
whether to submit an initial filing is the ongoing duty of utilities and PUCs to revise and
approve Integrated Resource Plans (IRPs). These plans, which must be approved several
years out, are the nuts and bolts of implementation. They are also the basis for investment
decisions that could lead to significant price hikes for ratepayers in the future. 49 If State
governments, including Governors, begin making commitments to submit a state plan,
utilities will write IRPs that assume a State is serious about implementing the rule sooner
rather than later.50
States that submit a state plan demonstrate to utilities and PUCs their intent to shut down
power plants and accept electricity rate hikes. By contrast, explicitly clarifying that the
carbon rule is on hold, pending legal resolution, makes it more likely for State PUCs to
oppose any utility plans that seek to prematurely implement the carbon rule (i.e., plan for
closing power plants).
State legislators, policymakers, and activists should remember that PUCs have an
obligation to protect ratepayers. To that end, PUCs must reject utility requests to recover
costs through ratepayers if they are not “prudent” investments. This extends well beyond
the IRP process. In many instances, PUCs participate or advise in the development of a
state implementation plan. Given that States have the ability to request an extension
before making any commitments and wait for legal resolution, PUCs may have an
obligation to direct State environmental agencies to forego a 2016 state plan. As we’ve
made clear, any enforceable state plan would bind States to costly and imprudent
decisions that would harm ratepayers.
It preserves options: The Clean Air Act provides States the option of submitting a state
plan at any point in the process, even after a federal plan has been finalized. This is
important for States to know since it should caution against any hasty or premature assent
to bind a State, particularly when the option of a non-binding extension request is
available. By contrast, submitting a state plan could put a State on an irreversible
trajectory towards skyrocketing electricity prices and unnecessarily shuttered power
plants.
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VI. Conclusion
Now that EPA’s carbon dioxide regulation is finalized, States must decide how to
respond. President Obama has framed this as a choice between submitting a state plan
and having a federal plan imposed from Washington. This is a false choice. The real
choice is whether to prematurely implement EPA’s costly and intrusive regulation before
the legal process ripens and the position of the next administration is known.
Alternatively, States can pursue the “do no harm” approach, in which they refrain from
submitting a state plan in 2016. This is the most prudent path States can take to protect
their citizens from President Obama’s promise of skyrocketing electricity prices. It will
avoid binding commitments that would place States on an irreversible path toward
implementation and stop premature action at the state level that the EPA is counting on to
preempt an unfavorable court decision.
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